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ARABIAN
SPLENDOUR

 In this holy month, AD Middle East has been granted  
exclusive access to the magical ‘White Mosque’,  
a masterpiece of architecture and craftsmanship
Words NONIE NIESEWAND Photography MARK LUSCOMBE-WHYTE
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ould there be a more serious con-
tender to become a wonder of the 
modern world than the Sheikh 
Zayed Grand Mosque in Abu Dhabi? 
This architectural marvel was the  
inspiration of Sheikh Zayed bin  

Sultan Al Nahyan who started the project in 1996 and whose sons, 
Sheikh Khalifa, Sheikh Mansour and Sheikh Mohammed,  
completed it after their father’s death in 2004. 

This white marble monument stands proudly and portentously 
in the desert where Abu Dhabi Island meets the mainland. Its 82 
domes, held aloft by over a thousand pillars, sculpt the skyline. The 
mosque is so big it can hold up to 41,000 people. Hectares of white 
marble quarried in Italy and Macedonia were shipped to Abu  
Dhabi to clad the mosque, both inside and out. Chandeliers are 
gilded in 24 carat gold, and the floor inside the prayer hall is  
carpeted wall to wall with the world’s largest knotted carpet  
disappearing into the distance like a field of flowers. 

By day, the mosque shimmers in the sun like a mirage. By night, 
as light plays upon its surfaces, its light and colour track the cycles 
of the moon. At full moon, the mosque glimmers pearly white. As 
the moon wanes, the mosque is tinged soft blue, the blue of balmy 
Arabian nights, deepening a little every day until on the fourteenth 
day of the lunar calendar, it is intensely blue. As the moon waxes 
over the next fortnight, the mosque in all its glory lightens and,  

Arcades in the main 
prayer hall lined with 96 

columns clad in marble 
inlaid with mother of pearl

Opposite: Minarets, 
soaring 107 metres,  

mark all four corners  
of the courtyard

Lights projected on the outside of the 
mosque brighten and darken 

according to the phases of the moon

imperceptibly at first, whitens. 
UK based lighting designers, Speirs + Major, created a lighting 

programme based on the lunar calendar to connect the building to 
the phases of the moon, and its visibility in the night sky, through 
light playing upon its surface. Then they added a projected pattern 
of clouds drifting across the mosque.

“It’s an acknowledgment of the building’s link between the moon 
and the Islamic faith” Keith Bradshaw, principal of Speirs + Major 
explains. “The Islamic calendar isn’t linked to the seasons, as the 
Gregorian calendar is. The moon is fundamental to Islam.  
Ramadan, for example, occurs on the ninth lunar month, and each 
lunar month is 28.4 days.”

The lighting towers that bathe the mosque in man-made moon-
light are set amongst the classic terraced gardens, bubbling  
fountains, and marble pools of the landscaped gardens. These large, 
22 metre lighting towers which match the scale of the mosque are 
built like the traditional wind towers of Arabic architecture that 
bring cool air down to the ground. 

Inside, the floor of the Sahan courtyard in front of the main 
prayer hall is 17,000 square metres (roughly the size of two football 
pitches), covered in white marble and bordered with huge inlaid 
marble flowers: giant irises, roses, lilies and tulips, in iridescent  
colours. Lift your eyes and you see all around you the magnificent 
minarets, 107 metres high, which call the faithful to prayer. 
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Inlaid with decorative 
centuries old Iznik 
patterns from Anatolia, 
the columns support 
gilded palm fronds. The 
palm tree features 20 
times across 20 different 
subjects in the Koran

The floor of the Sahan courtyard  
is 17,000 square metres, about the 

size of two football pitches
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In the main prayer hall calligraphy celebrates 
Allah above a tiled niche with Iznik motifs

Inlaid in marble, flower 
stems from traditional 
Iznik ceramic patterns 

climb the columns
Opposite page: Detail of 

the Iznik tiled panel.  
Top right: Flowers of the 
Gulf in marble by British 

artist, Kevin Dean 

ritish artist Kevin Dean was commissioned to 
design the courtyard floor after Sheikh Sultan 

bin Zayed Al Nahyan handed him an envelope 
covered in flowers he had sketched, “[there 
were] loads of flowers, like a textile design, so 
we had an immediate connection” Dean 
says. This courtyard floor is a mix of cut  

marble and white mosaic. Leading to the 
main entrance hall his design for scroll-like  

sinuous dark green marble vines (the desert plant ‘Pergularia 
Tomentosa’) clambers over white marble walls and floors. Sheikh 
Zayed loved gardens, winning three 
gold medals for his gardens with  
Christopher Bradley-Hole at the  
Chelsea Flower Show in 2003, 2004 
and posthumously in 2005. His   
‘Garden of the Desert’ famously  
reinterpreted traditional Islamic  
landscaping with stone, sand, water, 
grass and salt.  

On the fourth side of the Sahan 
courtyard, the main prayer hall, 75  
metres high and 150 metres long, is 
reached via the decorative marbled 
main entrance in the centre of the long 
north wall. Stepping into the main 
prayer hall, the Qibla wall ahead, which 
indicates the direction in which every 
Muslim must turn when praying, has 
inscribed in Kufi calligraphy the 99  
attributes of Allah. Carved out of the 
white marble, the Arabic script is back-
lit in gold as simply as hanging a gold 
curtain and 20 kilometres of fibre  
optics behind the wall.  

In the centre, the most richly  
decorated part of the mosque interior, 
the Mihrab, is emphasised by a wide 
aisle leading from the entrance. Walls 
throughout the mosque are all marble, 
polished smooth, honed in ridges, or 
bush hammered by Fantini Mosaici of 
Italy. Washed in an even white light, these 25 metre tall walls give 
the appearance that the walls provide the lights within. They don’t, 
of course, there are 500 downlighters hidden in the walls of the 
prayer hall alone, reaching prayer mats at floor level. Concealed in 
a slot running high above – and around - the wall, white light con-
stantly washes down the high walls while illuminating ornate plas-
terwork on the ceiling. 

To get the angle and tilt of every single lamp right, Speirs +  
Major, who lit the billowing dhow sail shaped Burj al Arab in Dubai 

as well as the interiors of St Paul’s  
Cathedral, recreated 25 metre high 
walls on the stage of the Edinburgh 
Playhouse theatre. The angle of  
individual lamps was set before they 
were shipped on site to be buried in 
marble forever. Not too bright at the 
top, nor too dark at the bottom. Above 
the 25 metre high ceiling there are 
walkways, three metres tall, for easy 
maintenance of the lighting system.

Sheikh Zayed demanded only the 
best craftsmanship. Italian ‘Bianco 
Lasa’ marble quarried in Carrera, Italy 
was shipped by Fantini Mosaico to the 

exact specifications of Milan-based Spatium, who drew up the floor 
plan. Italian gold, glass and enamel mosaics were used for acres of 
tesserae mosaics, using techniques that are two thousand years old, 
while the coloured marbles inlaid on flowers and scrolls in white 
marble were sourced from all over the world. 

It takes several hundred hours to complete a single square metre 
of hand laid mosaics while for the inlaid panels and arches, laser 
cutters were used, “nonetheless, always controlled by the human 
brain”, says Lorenzo Lotesto of Fantini. “A powerful machine may 
support men at work but nothing can replace man’s creativity and 
skills.” After the mosque was completed, Fantini Mosaico opened a 
training programme in Abu Dhabi to teach over 400 craftsmen how 
to work in precious marble and later employed 120 of them in their 
UAE workshops. 

The mosque is bigger than a monument to civic pride, or to a lost 
love like the Taj Mahal, its marble inlaid with semi-precious stones 
illuminated today by tour guides lighting candles in its dim  
recesses. The Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque is a living work of art 
enlightened by 21st century engineering. 



30 kinds of marble were assembled in  
panels in Italy and shipped to Abu Dhabi
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In the centre of the 
dome above the main 
prayer hall a chandelier 
in Murano glass and 
Swarovski crystals by 
sculptor Dale Chihuly 
measures 10m in 
diametre and is 15 m tall
Opposite: Marbled 
interiors by Fantini 
Mosaici in the main 
prayer hall where Ali 
Khaliqi designed the 
world’s largest hand 
knotted carpet weighing 
35 tons and made in Iran
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The Mosque is a living work of art 
enlightened by 21st century engineering
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Inlaid in marble, the 
desert plant ‘Pergularia 
Tomentosa’  by British 
artist Kevin Dean 
clambers over the 
doorway and  floor in the 
entrance to the main 
prayer hall
Opposite page: Below the 
mosque the ablution area 
to cleanse before prayer



This architectural marvel was the inspiration of 
Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan al Nahyan
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A water drinking 
fountain with a 
mosaic splashback is 
framed by tiles using 
the Iznik form of 
ceramic decoration 
which originates 
from the 8th century 
in Anatolia, Turkey

View from the 
entrance 
arch towards 
the huge dome 
above the main 
prayer halls
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